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In this paper, we give generalizations of a result of A. M. Fink.

Specifically, we consider the Sturm-Liouville system

(1) (P(x)u')' + \p(x)u = 0,        xE (0, I),

(2) P(0)u'(0) - h0u(0) = 0,        p(l)u'(l) + hm(l) = 0,

where p, p are integrable functions on [0, l] with p' continuous and p

positive in a subinterval of [0, /]. Furthermore, ho, hx are nonnegative

numbers with h0, hx approaching oo corresponding to the boundary

conditions u (0) = 0, u (I) = 0, respectively. We will be concerned with the

dependence of the positive eigenvalues of the system (1), (2) on the

function p. We denote them accordingly by 0<Xx[p] <X2[p] < • • • .

Fink shows that in the case where (1), (2) reduces to

u" + \p(x)u = 0,       x E [0,1],

u(0) = u(l) = 0,

the inequality

(3) Xi[p2] < (1\x[P]/t)2

holds [l]. We prove the following

Theorem 1. The positive eigenvalues of (I), (2) satisfy the functional

inequality

(4) A^n-lM  ^   (UI Pl|"])1/a(Xn[| P2\B]y>*

where p = px-p2 and l/a + l/0 = l.

Whenp2 = l on [0, l],n=m = l,k = l,a=0 = 2, (4) reduces to Fink's

inequality (3). Furthermore, the proof given here generalizes trivially

to higher dimensional problems.

Proof of theorem. We make use of the Rayleigh quotient

J   u'Hx + hou2(0) + hiu\l)

(5) R[P, u] = —-

I    pu2dx
J o
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and the max-min characterization of the eigenvalues, i.e.,

(6) Xn+i[p] =     max     d[vlt • ■ ■ , vn],
l'i.»»]

where [vx, • • • , vn] is the subspace spanned by n smooth functions

Pi, • • • , vn and

(7) d[vx, ■••,»»] = min R[p, u],

where the minimum is taken over all smooth functions satisfying the

conditions

(u, vk) =  I    puvkdx = 0
•I 0

(k = l, •••,«) and fopu2dx^0 (see [2, p. 214]). By Holder's in-

equality, we have

f pu2dx =  f  (pxu2ia)(p*u2lf>)dx

(8) °
/pi \1/a/ Cl V"3

^ (    I      | Pl|a«2^J      I    I       | Pi\l>tt2dx\

with l/a + l/j3 = l.
Let U= [ux, u2, ■ ■ • , um-x] where {m*}^1 is the set of eigenfunc-

tions corresponding to {X*[|pi| }}lZ\ and let V— [vx, v2, • • • , vn-x]

where {ikjjli is the set corresponding to  {Xt[|p2| }}lZ\.

If JF= [ux, • ■ • , um-x, Vx, ■ ■ ■ , vn-x], then (6) and (7) yield

Xm+n-x[p] ==? min R[pxu],

wrhere the minimum is taken over the set {u: uEC ,u 1.W, f^puHx^O}.

By (8) and another application of the max-min principle we have

X,n+n-i[p] ^ min (R[ | pi |«, u]y»(R[ \ p2 \t>, «])W

^ (min R[ | Pl \", u]yi*(mm R[ \ p21", u])1'?
u±U uxV

= (Xm_i[|pi|«])>/°(Xn_1[|p2|^])i^.

Noting that the positive eigenvalues of (1), (2) are also functionals

of p and denoting them by Xi[^] <X2[^>] < • • • , we are able to prove

the following result.

Theorem 2. The positive eigenvalues of (1) with boundary conditions

u(0)=u(l)=0 and p(x)>0, xE [0, /] satisfy the inequality
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r    t . r   «i, l/«, r   Si, 1/3
Xm+n-lip]   ^   (Xm-it^lJ)        (Xn-t[^2])

where p =px-pi, px>0, p2>0 on [0, l] and l/a+l/^=l.

Proof. We note that w„ is an eigenfunction of (1), (2) correspond-

ing to the eigenvalue X„[^>] if and only if uy=pul is an eigenfunction

of the reciprocal system

(9) (-i']  + X-v = 0,        v'(0) = v'(l) = 0
\p(x)    ) p(x)

corresponding to the eigenvalue X,[^>]. We note, however, that the

system (9) has zero for an eigenvalue corresponding to the eigen-

function u0(x)= const. The nonzero eigenvalues of (9) satisfy the

following maximum-minimum principle:

Let D denote the space of absolutely continuous functions such

that
/*'   1 rl   1
I      — vuodx =   I      — vdx = 0.

J o    p J o    p

Let F„_i denote the subspace of D spanned by the set {vit v2, ■ ■ ■ ,

vn-x} taken from D. Denote the Rayleigh quotient corresponding to

(9) by
rl   1
I      — u'2dx

R[p, A = ——-

I      — u2dx
Jo     p

Then \n\p] = maxv„_1 min„xr^.i,«6i) R[p, u].

The proof now follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.

Finally, we note that the results presented here are related to those

in [3] where generalized means and in particular geometric means

are discussed. Also, see reference [4].
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